Abstract. In this article, we introduce a model of branching interlacements made of a countable collection of infinite tree-indexed random walk trajectories on Z d , d ≥ 5 for general critical offspring distributions. We show that this model turns out to be the local limit of the tree-indexed random walk in torus, conditioned on the size proportional to the volume of the torus. This generalizes the main results in [4] and also includes Sznitman's random interlacements [24] as the degenerate case.
Introduction
This article introduces a model of branching interlacements consisting of a countable collection of infinite tree-indexed random walk trajectories on Z d , d ≥ 5. A non-negative parameter u measures the amount of trajectories entering the picture. The union of the range of these tree-indexed random walks defines the branching interlacement at level u. It is an infinite translation invariant random subset of Z d . The model we construct has special interest because it offers a microscopic description of the structure left by tree-indexed random walks. In fact, in this article, we show that the branching interlacement at level u, does appear as the local limiting distribution of the trace of the tree-indexed random walk in a large torus, with size proportional to the volume.
Let us first recall another similar and closely related model, the random interlacements model, which was introduced by Sznitman in [24] . Intuitively speaking, this model describes the texture in the bulk left by random walk trajectories at an appropriately chosen time scale. Roughly speaking, the model of random interlacements can be constructed via a Poisson point process with intensity measure uν 0 , where the measure ν 0 is supported on the space of doubly infinite random walk trajectories modulo time shift and the parameter u ≥ 0 is referred to as the level. The union of the traces of trajectories contained in the support of this Poisson point process constitutes the random subset I u of Z d , called the random interlacement at level u. Its law can be characterized as the unique distribution on {0, 1} where Cap(K) is the (discrete) capacity of K. In addition, there is an way to construct a set with the same law as I u ∩ K.
Let N K be a Poisson random variable with parameter u · Cap(K), and (X j ) j≥1 be i.i.d. random walks with the harmonic measure (from infinity) of K as the initial measure. Then K∩ ∪
has the same distribution as I u ∩ K.
On the other hand, branching interlacements (only) for the critical geometric offspring distribution were constructed by the author and his coworkers in [4] (or see [31] ). That construction is based essentially on the fact that the so-called contour walk of the Galton-Watson tree for that offspring distribution is just the simple random walk, which is, in particular, Markovian. This article extends that construction to general critical offspring distributions, by introducing two shift transformations and the corresponding invariant measures on a certain set of infinite trees.
Before entering the formal definition of our model, we would like to emphasize that either of the two characterizations above for random interlacements can be used to characterize the branching interlacement at level u, except that we need to use the corresponding subjects for branching random walks. Branching capacity BCap(K) and the corresponding 'harmonic measure from infinity' m K (for any finite subset of
were introduced recently by the author in [27] (or see [31] ). The branching interlacement at level u, denoted by I u , can be characterized as the unique distribution on {0, 1} j=1 Range(X j ) has the same distribution as I u ∩ K. Now let us go to the formal construction. The model of branching interlacements is constructed via a Poisson point process on the space of infinite tree-indexed random walks modulo an equivalence relation. Hence, the key step for the construction of our model is to produce a measure on that space as the intensity measure.
We consider tree-indexed random walks, also called (random) spatial trees, or branching random walks. Fix a nondegenerate critical distribution µ on N with finite variance, as the offspring distribution (for the random tree mechanism) and a distribution θ on Z d with mean zero, finite range, not supported in any strict subgroup of Z d , as the jump distribution (for the random walk mechanism). First we need to define a probability measure Π c on the space of infinite rooted ordered trees. In fact, this measure is supported on the subset, denoted by T ∞ , of those trees which have just one infinite ray, called its spine, starting from the root. Π c can be uniquely determined by the following property. For any t ∈ T ∞ and a non-root vertex v 0 of t in the spine, the probability of being equal to t up to vertex v 0 , under Π c , is
where the product is over all vertices that are at the same component as the root, when deleting v 0 , and 2 is used for normalization, i.e. to make Π c a probability measure. We also need to define an equivalence relation, denoted by ∼ =c. Informally, t 1 ∼ =c t 2 if and only if t 2 is just t 1 re-rooted at another corner. Figure 1 explains how to re-root a tree at different corners. A key feature of Π c is that this measure is invariant of the choice of the corner, which can be easily verified, using (1.3).
Figure 1. Re-rooting a tree at different corners
We also need to introduce spatial trees. Let T * ∞ be the set of all pairs (t, S t ), where t ∈ T ∞ and S t : t → Z d is a map from the vertex set (which we also write t for) t into Z d . Similarly we can define a measure Π * c via the following. For any (t, S t ) ∈ T * ∞ and one non-root vertex v 0 of t in the spine, then the measure, under Π * c , of the set of all those spatial trees which are equal to (t, S t ) up to v 0 is 1 2 v µ(d(v) − 1) (v,v ) θ(S t (v ) − S t (v)), (1.4) where the first product is, as before, over all vertices that are at the same component as the root, when deleting v 0 , and the second is over all edges at that component, oriented in a way such that v is closer to v 0 than v . Note that with this definition, Π * c is not a probability measure, but the measure of the set of all spatial trees that send the root to a prefixed point is one. Similarly, we can define an equivalence relation between spatial trees, also denoted by ∼ =c. (t 1 , S t1 ) ∼ =c (t 2 , S t2 ) if and only if t 1 ∼ =c t 2 and as maps, S t1 = S t2 (note that when t 1 ∼ =c t 2 , t 2 has the same vertex set as t 1 via an isomorphism hence S t1 and S t2 have the same domain via that isomorphism). Similar to the tree case, since both product are invariant of the choice of the corner, we obtain the following key property of Π where Range(w i ) denotes the range of any element in the equivalence class of w i . The vacant set at level u is then V u = Z d \ I u .
Remark 1.1. The reason we add the constant factor two in the intensity is to make (1.2) consistent with (1.1). In fact, for any A ⊂⊂ Z d , ν c (W A ) = BCap(A)/2, where W A is the set of all equivalence classes of those spatial trees that intersect A, cf. (2.3) . Note that P u [I ∩ A = ∅] = exp(−2uν c (W A )) and (1.2) follows. Moreover, we will define an another measure Π * v on (a proper subset of) T * ∞ which is invariant of the choice of the root, and ν v on the space of equivalence classes of spatial trees. It turns out that ν v (W A ) = 2ν c (W A ) for any A ⊂⊂ Z d . Hence using ν v instead of 2ν c , we also obtain the same branching interlacement set as a random subset of Z d , cf. Section 2. The factor two comes from the fact that on average, a vertex in a large tree has two corners.
Until now, we do not use the assumption that d ≥ 5. In fact, we need this assumption to guarantee that I is nontrivial (i.e. a proper subset of Z d ). It is showed in [27] that the spatial tree with law Π * c (say, when the jump distribution is symmetry) almost surely visits every vertex on Z d , for d ≤ 4. On the other hand, on Z d , d ≥ 5, every finite subset is visited finitely many times almost surely. It may be worth pointing out that much of the above construction can be applied in the more general set-up to a transient tree-indexed random walk attached to an infinite locally finite connected graph.
Similar to random interlacements, the branching interlacement set I u presents a long range dependence:
Now let us turn to our main result that the branching interlacement gives the local limit of tree-indexed random walk in a large torus, conditioned on the size proportional to the volume. By a tree-indexed random walk with size n and starting point x ∈ Z d , we mean a random spatial tree (t, S t ) as follows. First t is a Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution µ, conditioned on the total number of vertices being n. Second, conditioned on t, the conditional probability weight of S t is determined by
where o is the root and the product is over all edges, oriented in a way that v is closer to the root than v . In fact, we will assume that θ is symmetry for the local limit result, and hence the orientation is not needed. Write ϕ :
for the canonical projection map induced by mod N . Clearly, via ϕ, we can define treeindexed random walk with size n and uniform starting point in T N in an obvious way. We show in Theorem 4.1 that (assume further that µ has finite exponential moments and θ is symmetric and aperiodic) for any
where S n,N is a tree-indexed random walk in T N with size n and uniform starting point. Through the inclusion-exclusion principle, this result implies the local convergence of the trace left by tree-indexed random walk:
Now we turn to our proof for the local convergence. Similar to the proof of the same result for the geometric case in [4] , two main ingredients are needed. One is to find the asymptotic for the visiting probability by a tree-indexed random walk with small size (cf. Theorem 4.3); the other is to decompose a large random tree into small random trees (cf. Theorem 3.14). As mentioned before, in the geometric case, the contour walk of the random tree is the simple random walk, which, on the one hand, is Markovian, and on the other hand, makes exact counting of paths possible. Moreover, in the geometric case, it turns out that the corresponding random tree with given size is invariant of the choice of the corner rooted. In our case, we do not have such nice properties and have to work on the so-called Lukasiewisz walks. This creates serious difficulties when trying to build the corresponding results. (One might compare the proof here with the one in [4] .)
It may be worth pointing out that we also establish two intermediate results on random trees, which are interesting in their own. On the one hand, as we mentioned before, we show (cf. Theorem 3.14) that with high probability, a large random tree (precisely, a Galton-Watson tree conditioned on the total size) can be decomposed into small random trees (with the same distributions as the Galton-Watson trees conditioned on the sizes), without losing many vertices (the ratio tends to zero). We could even require that those subtrees are relatively far from each other.
On the other hand, not surprisingly, since we want to establish the local limit for the tree-indexed random walk, we establish a result (cf. Theorem 3.5) for the local limit for large random trees, i.e. the local picture around a vertex which is not too close to the root. It is well-known that the local limit around the root is given by the so-called Galton-Watson tree conditioned on survival. The local limit of large random trees has been studied in [1, 23] . However, the local limits constructed there were for a uniformly selected vertex in the random tree, while we consider any prefixed vertex, as long as it is not too close to the root, (say the m-th vertex in the Depth-search order when m is not too small or too big). We also give bounds for the error terms.
Finally in this article, as an application of our results on random trees and treeindexed random walks in torus, we obtain a result (Theorem 5.1) about the cover time of a torus by tree-indexed random walk. Cover times of finite graphs by simple random walk have been studied extensively, see e.g. [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] . One important case is the cover time for the torus T N . The cover time Cov N of the torus T N is the first time that a simple random walk with uniform starting distribution has visited every vertex of the graph.
(g is the discrete Green function) and that Cov N concentrates in the sense that
Recently, by constructing a strong coupling between random walk in torus and random interlacements, it is proved that the fluctuations of the cover time are governed by the so-called Gumbel distribution [5] . The above is for the cover time by (simple) random walk. However, we do not find any reference for the cover time by tree-indexed random walk. It is even vague to define the cover time by tree-indexed random walk, since unlike random walk, there is not a natural way to couple tree-indexed random walks (random trees) with different sizes such that the smaller one is a subset of the bigger one.
It is even not well-understood whether there is or not, see e.g. Problem 1.15 in [10] and [9, 16] . Nevertheless, we show that for d ≥ 5, the cover time of T N is concentrated at N d log N d /BCap({0}) in the following sense. For any > 0, the probability that every vertex in T N is visited by the tree-indexed random walk with size n = n(N ) goes to one if n(
and notice the obvious analogy between the results for random walk and tree-index random walk.
There are many natural questions about branching interlacements left untouched by this article. For example, does the vacant set percolate or not? The answer is similar to the random interlacement case: there is a critical value u * > 0, such that when u < u * it does and when u > u * , it does not, see the forthcoming paper [30] . Also, it is probable that by constructing a strong coupling between tree-indexed random walk in torus and the branching interlacement model, the Gumbel fluctuation for cover times in the torus by tree-indexed random walk can be constructed. Since the model of random interlacements has been constructed, a great effort has been spent and many beautiful results have been established in that model itself and its relation with the random walk (see e.g. [5, 18, [20] [21] [22] 25, 26] and the references therein). We believe that our model will also play an important role in the study of tree-indexed random walk.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 1, we construct the model of branching interlacements. As mentioned before, the main task is to construct the measure ν c and ν v entering the intensity of the Poisson point process we are after. In Section 2, we consider random trees and construct our results for the local limit and decomposing large trees into small ones. Section 3 shows that the local limit of tree-indexed random walk is given by the branching interlacement set at appropriate level. Section 4 is devoted to the proof for the cover time result.
We finish this section with a remark on constants and notations. Throughout the text, we use C, c, C 1 , c 2 etc. to denote positive constants depending only on dimension d, the offspring distribution µ and the jump distribution θ, which may change from place to place. Dependence of constants on additional parameters will be made or stated explicit. For example, C(λ) stands for a positive constant depending on d, µ, θ and λ. For functions f (x) and g(x), we write f ∼ g if lim x→∞ (f (x)/g(x)) = 1. We write f g, respectively f g, if there exists a constant C > 0 such that, f ≤ Cg, respectively f ≥ Cg. We use f g to express that f g and f g. We write
For any finite or infinite set A, we use either |A| or A for the cardinality of A. We write a ∧ b for min{a, b}. We are interested in Galton-Watson (GW) trees and their companions. Given a probability measure µ on N, the GW-tree (with offspring distribution µ) can be defined recursively, starting from the root and then giving each vertex a number of children that is an independent copy with distribution µ. Throughout this work, we fix µ and always assume µ is critical (i.e. E[µ] = 1) and with finite variance σ 2 > 0 (unless otherwise specified).
We also need to consider the so-called GW-tree conditioned on survival, denoted by T ∞ , as follows.
• Each vertex is normal or special;
• The root is special;
• A normal vertex produces only normal individuals independently, according to µ; • A special vertex produces individuals independently, according to the so called size-biased distributionμ (i.e.μ(k) = kµ(k)). One of them, chosen uniformly at random, is special, the others (if any) are normal. For convenience, we denote the corresponding sample space by T ∞ = {t : t has a unique infinite path starting from the root; there are infinite vertices on each side of the infinite path}.
For t ∈ T ∞ , the unique infinite path starting from the root is called the spine of t.
Note that for any t ∈ T ∞ , the depth-first search (from the root) only explores those vertices at the left hand side of t, i.e. the vertices that are either in the spine or the descendents of those vertices which are elder siblings of the spine vertices (any vertex is regarded as a descendent and an ancestor of itself). For any t ∈ T ∞ , we do have a full order, called the depth-first search order from infinity on the vertex set t as follows. First divide t into two subsets A 1 and A 2 . A 1 is the set of those vertices that are strictly at the left hand side of t, i.e. the descendents of those vertices which are elder siblings of the spine vertices; A 2 = t \ A 1 . Any vertex in A 1 goes after any vertex in A 2 (in the depth-first search order from infinity). The order insider A 1 is consistent with the depth-first search order from the root. For any v 1 = v 2 ∈ A 2 , let v 1 (v 2 ) be the furthest vertex in the spine, from the root, that is an ancestor of v 1 (v 2 ). Then v 1 is before v 2 if and only if either v 1 is a strictly descendent of v 2 , or v 1 = v 2 and v 1 goes before v 2 in the depth-first search order from v 1 in the subtree grafted to the right hand side of v 1 , i.e. the subtree generated by v 1 and the descendents of the children of v 1 which are younger siblings of the child in the spine. Intuitively, the depth-first search order from infinity is just the order of traversals by a particle from infinity travelling the tree along the edges from the left to the right. See Figure 3 for an illustration for this order.
2.2.
Invariant measures on infinite trees. Let Π c be the probability measure on T ∞ as follows:
• Each vertex, except the root, is normal or special;
• The root produces i individuals with probability iµ(i − 1)/2. One of them, chosen uniformly at random, is special, the others (if any) are normal.
• A normal vertex produces only normal individuals, independently, according to µ.
• A special vertex produces individuals independently, according to the sizebiased distributionμ. One of them, chosen uniformly at random, is special, the others (if any) are normal. For any t ∈ T ∞ and any vertex v of t in the spine, v divides t into a finite number of components (subtrees). Write Comp(t, v) for the component containing the root. For any t 1 , t 2 ∈ T ∞ and one non-root vertex v 2 in the spine of t 2 , we say t 1 is equal to t 2 up to v 2 , if there is a vertex v 1 in the spine of t 1 , such that there is a plane tree isomorphism (keeping the graph, the root and the order structures) between Comp(t 1 , v 1 ) and Comp(t 2 , v 2 ), sending v 1 to v 2 . Write T c for the random tree with law Π c . One can easily check that for any t ∈ T ∞ and v 0 , a non-root vertex in the spine of t,
where the product is over all vertices in Comp(t, v 0 ) excluding v 0 . We now define the corner shift τ c on T ∞ . Intuitively, τ c (t) is to re-root t at the next corner. The definition of corner is obvious when we draw a plane tree 'standardly' in a plane (see Figure 1 or Figure 2 ). Note that a vertex with degree k has k corners (around it). Formally, for t ∈ T ∞ , its image τ c (t) can be obtained as follows. Let v be the first child of the root o in t. Re-root t at v and regard o as the last child of v. Then this new tree (with root v) is just τ c (t). Note that τ c is a bijection of T ∞ and that τ −1 c (t) is to re-root t at the previous corner. Moreover, all corners of t can be ordered in a two-sided sequence (c n ) n∈Z . Informally, we image a particle that starts from the root, and then explores the tree from the left. The sequence of traversals gives (c n ) n≥0 . Imaging a particle exploring from the right leads to (c −n ) n≥0 . Then for any corner c = c i , we define τ c (t, c) to be τ We now turn to another probability measure Π v and the corresponding shift τ v . Π v is defined as follows,
• The root produces i individuals with probability µ(i − 1). The last individual is special, the others (if any) are normal.
• A normal vertex produces only normal individuals according to µ.
• A special vertex produces individuals according to the so called size-biased distributionμ. One of them, chosen uniformly at random, is special, the others (if any) are normal.
Note that Π v is supported on a proper subset of T ∞ , denoted by T ∞ , constituting those trees in which the last child of the root is the one in the spine. Note that for any t ∈ T ∞ , there is a unique corner around o, such that the tree re-rooted at that corner belongs to T ∞ . Write T v for a random tree with law Π v . Similarly to (2.1), we have, for any t ∈ T ∞ and v 0 , a non-root vertex in the spine of t,
where the product is over all vertices in Comp(t, v 0 ) excluding v 0 . For any t ∈ T ∞ and a vertex v ∈ t, it is elementary to see that there is a unique corner around v, such that the tree t re-rooted at this corner belongs to T ∞ . We call this new tree t re-rooted at v. Now for any t ∈ T ∞ , we define τ v (t) to be the tree t re-rooted at the next vertex in the Depth-first search order from infinity (this vertex is also the next vertex that is not in the spine, due to the Depth-first search order from the root). Note that Π v is a bijection in T ∞ and Π
−1
v is just to 're-root' at the former vertex due to the Depth-first search order from infinity. Therefore we could define τ Remark 2.1. The vertex shift τ v and Π v are related to the ones in [14] with the difference that only subtrees on the left side of the spine are considered there.
2.3.
Random walk indexed by an infinite tree. Let θ be a distribution on
Throughout this work, we fix θ and always assume that θ is centered (i.e. with mean zero), with finite range and not supported in a strict subgroup of
The definition of random walk indexed by t requires some extra care because we need to specify the orientation of edges. Roughly speaking, the edge is oriented in such a way that the end point is always closer to infinity than the starting point. Formally, for the edges in the spine, the orientation is from the child to the parent; for all other edges, the orientation is from the parent to the child. We write E(t) for the set of all oriented edges of t. The random walk indexed by t, starting at x ∈ Z d (with jump distribution θ) is a random function S : t → Z d , such that the root is mapped to x and the random variables (S(v 2 ) − S(v 1 )) (v1,v2)∈E(t) are independent and distributed according to θ. Write P x t for the law of the random walk indexed by t starting from x.
Let T * ∞ (T ∞ ) be the set of all pairs (t, S) where t ∈ T ∞ (t ∈ T ∞ ) and
is the law of (T, S), where T is distributed according to Π c (Π v ) and conditionally on T = t, S is distributed according to P x t . For any (t 1 , S 1 ), (t 2 , S 2 ) ∈ T ∞ (T ∞ ) and one non-root vertex v 2 of t 2 in the spine, we say (t 1 , S 1 ) is equal to (t 2 , S 2 ) up to v 2 , if there are a vertex v 1 in the spine of t 1 and a plane tree isomorphism (keeping the graph, the root and the order structures) f between Comp(t 2 , v 2 ) and
, one can see that, for any (t, S 0 ) ∈ T ∞ or T ∞ and one non-root vertex v 0 of t in the spine,
where the first product is over all vertices in Comp(t, v 0 ) excluding v 0 , and the second is over all oriented edges in Comp(t, v 0 ). We now define the corresponding shift transformation τ *
) and keep the spatial locations of t 1 (t 2 ). In fact, τ * c is just to re-root at the next corner and τ * v is to re-root at the next vertex (using the Depth-first search order from infinity). Note that the right hand sides of the formulas in the last paragraph is independent of the choice of the corner or the vertex. Hence we have: (when both the old root and the new root are in Comp(t, v) excluding v)
where o, o 1 , o 2 are respectively, the roots of t, t 1 , t 2 . This means that
2.4.
Construction of the branching interlacement intensity measure. We could construct the model of branching interlacements using either (T * ∞ , τ * c , P
There is no significant difference between them. We use (T ∞ , τ * v , P x v ) here and will mention the main difference later. Simply write W = T ∞ , τ = τ * v , and τ k = τ (k) , for k ∈ Z. Define the set of spatial trees modulo time-shift by W = W/ ∼ =, where ∼ = is the equivalence relation
Denote the canonical projection by π : W → W which sends each element in W to its equivalence class in W .
For any w ∈ W , we could regard w as a function Z → Z d such that
Remark 2.2. Now we see the advantage of introducing of τ : τ plays as a timetranslation and w is like a two-sided random walk path (though non-Markovian).
Then we can follow the construction of random interlacements or the branching interlacements for the geometric case. In face, if we let µ be the degenerate probability measure or the critical geometric probability measure, we will recover Sznitman's random interlacements in [24] (modifications needed for the sample space) or the branching interlacements for the geometric distribution in [4] .
For any K ⊂⊂ Z d , define:
It is easy to see that (e.g. see [28] ), for any
. Hence, we could define the 'entrance time':
We can partition W K according to the entrance time:
Theorem 2.4. For any measurable event A ⊆ W , and K ⊆ K ⊂⊂ Z d , we have:
Therefore we can define a measure on W :
Corollary 2.5. There exists a unique σ-finite measure ν v on W which satisfies:
So, we need to show:
(2.7) We partition W 0 K according to the entrance time and the entrance point of K and K . For any x ∈ K, y ∈ K and n ∈ Z − = {0, −1, −2, ...}, define:
On A x,n,y , t K is injective, t K (w)(•) = w(• + n) and:
Let B x,n,y = B ∩ A x,n,y . Then B has a countable partition:
In order to show (2.7), it suffices to show:
Using (2.4), the left hand site is:
where for the second line we use the fact that (P
We have constructed the measure ν v which will be used as the intensity measure in the construction of branching interlacement Poisson Point Process. Before doing so, let us find out ν v (W K ):
is just the escape probability Es K (x) introduced by the author in [27] . BCap(K) is also introduced there as the sum of Es K (x) over all x ∈ K. Hence, we have:
Now we introduce the space of locally finite point measures on W :
For any u ∈ [0, ∞), let P u be the law of a Poisson point process on Ω with intensity measure uν v . We can now define the branching interlacement at level u Definition 2.7. The branching interlacement at level u is defined to be the random subset of Z d given by
Range(w n ), where ω = n≥0 δ wn has law P u , (2.10)
and for w ∈ W , Range(w) = w(Z), such that w ∈ W is any element satisfying π(w) = w. The vacant set of branching interlacement at level u is defined by
Proposition 2.8. For any u ≥ 0 and K ⊂⊂ Z d , we have:
Proof.
Remark 2.3.
(1) Using the inclusion-exclusion principle, one can see that (2.12) uniquely determines the law of I u and V u . 
On the other hand, ν c is invariant under the time inversion while ν v is not. (4) Since I u is made of tree-indexed random walk trajectories, V u possesses the so-called screening effect: if K separates K from infinity (with respect to the connectedness induced by θ), then
(5) In [27] , it is showed that the branching capacity of the cube (or the ball) B 0 (r) with radius r behaves like:
Hence, we have: for some positive constants c, C,
In particular, there is no general exponential decay with
, one can see that the events {K ⊆ V u } and {K ⊆ V u } are positively correlated:
However, we do not know whether the FKG inequality holds.
(7) Using the results in [31] , it is not difficult to get that
with Q being the covariance matrix of θ. From this, one can see
(8) The exponent 4 comes from the fact that tree-indexed random walks (with regular assumptions) behave like a 4-dimensional subject (while random walks behave like a 2-dimensional subject). This is reflected in many results on tree-indexed random walks, see e.g. [12-14, 19, 27-29, 31 ].
Note that the sum on the right hand site is a probability law (on the space of tree-indexed random walks). It is not difficult to verify that the entering measure (for K) of a tree-indexed random walk with this law coincides with the 'harmonic measure from infinity' of K, m K , introduced in Section 9 in [27] . From this, one can obtain Claim 1.1.
Local limits of random trees and decomposing large random trees into small ones
In this section, we consider random trees (GW-trees) with given sizes. Recall that we fix the offspring distribution µ and that always assume µ is critical (i.e. E[µ] = 1) and with finite variance σ 2 > 0. For simplicity, we assume further that span(µ) = 1 and leave the minor modifications when span(µ) > 1 to the reader. To make our argument smooth, we mainly concentrate on the case when µ has finite exponential moments i.e. i∈N c i µ(i) < ∞, for some c > 1. However, for the local limit result of random trees, we do not need this assumption. We write T for an unconditioned GW-tree and T f for the sample space, i.e. the set of finite rooted order trees. We define T n , called the GW-tree with size n, as T conditioned on |T| = n (for a tree t, we also use t for its vertex set). For any t ∈ T f , we adopt the depth-first search order (from the root) on t. We write V i (t) (even V i when t is obvious) for the i-th vertex of t starting from V 0 (t) = o, the root of t. The main tool we will use is the so-called Lukasiewisz walks (L-walks). For any
It is elementary to see that the Lwalk of a GW-tree T is distributed as a random walk on Z with jump distribution µ −1 determined by µ −1 (j) = µ(j + 1) for every j ≥ −1, which starts from 0 and is stopped at the first hitting time of −1. In particular, the law of |T| coincides with the law of the hitting time of such random walk.
3.1. Some estimates on L-walks. In this subsection we collect some lemmas about L-walks.
For a sequence x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), the walk with step x is the sequence s 0 = 0, s 1 , . . . , s n with s j = j i=1 x i . Say the walk first hits b at time k if s i = b for i < k and s k = b. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n} let x (i) denote the i-th cyclic shift of x, that is the sequence of length n whose j-th term is x i+j with x i+j = x i+j−n , when i + j > n. The following elementary lemma is useful.
Lemma 3.1. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a sequence with values in Z and sum −k for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then there are at most k distinct i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that the walk with steps x (i) first hits −k at time n. Moreover, if the values of x i are in {−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . }, then there are exactly k distinct such i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. When x i ∈ {−1, 0, 1, . . . }, see Chapter 6 in [17] . For the general case, one can replace each x i = −j ∈ {−2, −3, . . . } by j successive −1. Then the new sequence has exactly k cyclic shifts which hit −k at the end. Therefore the original sequence has at most k cyclic shifts which hit −k at the end.
the hitting time of −1. By the lemma above, we get
If T i are independent copies of T, by connecting their L-walks, one can get
where H −m is the hitting time of −m. We also need some standard estimates for random walks. For x ∈ Z, n ∈ N + , write: 
Moreover, if µ has finite exponential moments, then for some c 1 , c 2 ,
By this lemma and (3.1), we can get
Since we are interested in GW-trees with give sizes, from the view of L-walk, we need to study the random walk L = (L(i)) i∈N , conditioned on H −1 = n. Write P n for the law of L conditioned on H −1 = n. Then we have Lemma 3.3. Assume that µ has finite exponential moments. Then, there exists
where we write P h indicates that L starts from h and we use the Markov property in the last line. By the equations after Lemma 3.1, we have
For the other term, by adding one up-step and then reversing the walk, one can see
where L − is the reversed random walk (i.e. with jump distribution θ − (•) . = θ(−•)) and in the last line we apply Lemma 3.1.
Combing all estimates gives:
).
This completes the proof of the first assertion. By summation and the last lemma, one can get the other assertions.
Then, we have:
Moreover, if µ has finite exponential moments, then we have
Proof. It is standard that for any > 0, we could find some δ ∈ (0, 1/2), such that (when A is sufficiently large)
Conditioned on the value
where we use the Markov property and Lemma 3.2. Now the proof of the first assertion is complete. When µ has finite exponential moments. By the last lemma, we could find some large C, such that
Similarly, we have (when
We finish the proof of the second assertion.
3.2.
Local limits of large Galton-Watson trees at a prefixed vertex. Let us introduce an unrooted random tree T as follows. Let u 0 be the root of an independent copy of GW-tree. For each i ≥ 1, we let u i receive children according toμ, the size-biased probability measure of µ. The vertex u i−1 gets identified with an uniformly chosen child of u i . All other children of u i becomes the root of an independent copy of GW-tree. Note that T (as an unrooted tree) has the same law as a copy of Π v when forgetting the root.
Let t ∈ T f , v ∈ t a vertex, and l ∈ N. If the vertex v has a l-th ancestor v l , then we may define the pointed plane tree H l (t, v) as [t] v l (we write [t] v for the subtree of t generated by all descendents of v, rooted at v), pointed at v. If the vertex v has height |v| < l, we simply set H l (t, v) = for some inessential symbol . Set H l (T, u 0 ) be the subtree of T generated by all descendents of u l , rooted at u l and pointed at u 0 . Now we can state our theorem:
is the total variance distance. Moreover, if µ has finite exponential moments, then we have the following bounds for the error term:
We give two lemmas before proving the theorem.
Proof. The size of |H l (T, u 0 )| can be written as the sum of |H 0 (T, u 0 )| and the independent differences
whereξ has the size-biased distributionμ and
a sum of independent copy ξ j of |T|, the size of the unconditioned GW-tree. Hence we can bound |H l (T, u 0 )| stochastically by S M l with
the sum of l + 1 independent copies ofξ. By (3.3), one can get
Hence, we have:
Let E k,l denote the set of all pairs (t, v) of a plane tree t having at most k vertices and a vertex v with height h t (v) = l, such that P (H l (T, u 0 ) = (t, v)) > 0. For such (t, v 0 ) ∈ E k,l , it is elementary to see that:
Lemma 3.7. For any (t, v) ∈ E k,l n ≥ |t| and m ≥ a with a being the number of vertices in t that are before v, we have:
Proof. Since the out-degree of the i-th vertex V i in T is uniquely determined by the difference of the L-walk values at i and i + 1. It is elementary to see that H l (T n , V m ) = (t, v) if and only if the translated L-walk of T n restricted on [m − a, m + |t| − a] equals to the L-walk of t, i.e.
As before, write L(i) = X 1 + · · · + X i for the random walk with i.i.d. jump distribution µ −1 . Then
By conditioned on the value of L(m − a), we can rewrite the numerator as follows:
where we use the Markov property twice and note that (3.5) together with L(m − a) = x implies L(|t| + m − a) = x − 1 (and hence x ≥ 1). Also by the Markov property, we obtain that
Now we turn to the other terms. By adding an extra down-step between them (which corresponds to a factor µ(0)), one can connect the L-walks on [0, m − a] and [|t| + m − a, n] . From this, we get
By rearranging all equations obtained, we finish the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. To simplify notations, we let Hence,
We could choose small enough to make the second term as small as we want and then let n → to make the first term also small. This completes the proof of first assertion. When µ has finite exponential moments, by Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.7 and (3.2): (when |s| ≤ x/2 and x ≤ k)
• Case I:
. We have:
• Case II: ((l + 1)n) 2/3 ≥ k. We have:
3.3. Decomposing large random trees into small ones. In this subsection we consider GW-trees conditioned on their sizes. From now on, we always assume that µ has exponential moments (in addition to the previous assumptions). Given a t ∈ T f with size
• v is not at the unique path connecting V a and V b ;
• the parent of v is at the unique path connecting V a and V b . Now we state a lemma.
Lemma 3.8. For any α ∈ (0, 1), there exist C, c 1 , c 2 (depending on α), such that:
and v for the latest common ancestor of v 1 , v 2 . We begin with the first assertion. If the number of M-vertices in I is larger than m(n) N (n), then either the number of M-vertices attached to the (simple) path connecting v 1 , v is larger than m(n) N (n)/2, or the number of M-vertices attached to the path connecting v 2 , v is larger than m(n) N (n)/2. For the first case, assume all M-subtrees attached to the path connecting v 1 , v are t 1 , . . . , t j , |t 1 | + · · · + |t j | = J. Then we have:
From the relation between a tree and its L-walk, one can easily see that the translated L-walk of T n restricted on [[a + 1, a + J + 1]], is just the concatenation of L-walks of t 1 , . . . , t j . Precisely,
The L-walk of T n is a conditioned random walk conditioned on H −1 = n. We know
(3.9) On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2
where as before, L is a (unconditioned) random walk starting at 0. By this and (3.7), we get P ((3.8)) exp(−cm 2 (n)).
Noting that (by choosing C large enough) exp(−cm 2 (n)) decays faster than any polynomials of n ((3.9)), we get the desired bound for this case.
For the case when the number of M-vertices attached to the path connecting v 2 , v is larger than m(n) N (n)/2, we could reduce it to the first case by considering the L-walk from the right side. More precisely, given a t ∈ T f , its L-walk from the right side can be obtained as follows. First, for every vertex, reverse the order of its children. Then the L-walk of this tree (with the reversed order) is just the L-walk from the right side of t. This finishes the first assertion. Now we turn to the second assertion.
As in the proof of the first assertion, (by considering the L-walk from the right side) we could assume
Note that L can be regarded as the concatenation of L-walks of GW-trees (though the traverse of the last GW-tree is not 'finished') and (3.10) corresponds to the event that the height of the N (n)-th vertex in these GW-trees is at least m(n) N (n)/2. Since the L-walk of T n is a conditioned random walk conditioned on H −1 = n, which has probability of order n −3/2 , it suffices to show that on an unconditioned random walk L starting at 0 with distribution µ −1 , (which can be regarded as the concatenation of L-walks of independent GW-trees), the event that the height of the N (n)-th vertex in the corresponding GW-tree is bigger than m(n) N (n)/2 has the desired bound.
At the current stage we need a relation between the height of a vertex of a tree and its L-walk. A key fact is that the height of the N -th vertex has the same distribution as the number of 'record times' of L in [[1, N ] ]. More precisely, set R 0 = 0 and
Then, the height of the N -th vertex in the forest of independent GW-tress has the same distribution of {j ∈
For more details about this, see Section 1.3 in [13] . With the help of these facts, we now can obtain: (write k = m(n) N (n)/2 )
Now the last assertion in Lemma 3.2 gives the the desired bounds for both terms (note that we assume that µ and hence µ −1 and L(R 1 ) have finite exponential moments).
Lemma 3.9. Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j be i.i.d. with the distribution of |T|, andξ i = ξ i 1 ξi≤k . There exists C > 0, such that, when t ≥ Cj √ k,
Proof. We know P (ξ i = n) n −3/2 . From this we can get Eξ i √ k and Eξ 2 i k 3/2 . A simple application of the Bernstein inequality gives the desired bound.
Proposition 3.10. For any α ∈ (0, 1), there exist some C 1 , C 2 , c 1 , c 2 (depending on α), such that, for any n sufficiently large,
, we have the following. For I, any interval in [[0, n]] with length N (n), let t 1 , . . . , t j be all M-subtrees in I of T n , then
In words, if we discard all small M-subtrees (whose size less N (n)/a(n)) in I, with high probability, we would not lose too many (bigger than N (n)/b(n)) vertices.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, write v 1 , v 2 for the first and the last vertices of T in I and v for the latest common ancestor of v 1 , v 2 . Let l be the graph distance between v 2 and v . Note that the set of all vertices in {V i : i ∈ I} except v 1 is the disjoint union of the set of vertices in t 1 , . . . , t j and the set of vertices in the unique path connecting v 2 and v (including v 2 but not v ). Due to Lemma 3.8, by discarding a event with probability smaller than we need, we can assume
where we will pick up c very small and then let C i be large enough and c i small enough (such that we can apply Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.2). Note that we have
Moreover, it is elementary to see that conditioned on the value of j and l, the sizes (|t 1 |, . . . , |t j |) have the same distribution of (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j ) in the last lemma conditioned on their sum being N − l. Hence we just need to estimate (conditioned on (3.11), with the same notations in the last lemma)
with k = N/a and t = N/b. By choosing c 0 small enough, t, k, j can be satisfied with the requirement in Lemma 3.9. Hence, we have: (conditioned on (3.11))
On the other hand, we have (from (3.1) and the third assertion of Lemma 3.2)
by choosing C 1 and C 2 large enough. Combining the two inequalities above, we get: (under (3.11))
By choosing C 1 large enough, we have
. Now the proof is complete.
Remark 3.1. In this proposition, conditioned on the value of (j; |t 1 |, . . . , |t j |), t 1 , . . . , t j are actually independent and distributed as the GW-trees with their sizes. One can easily see this from the following. When conditioning on the values of the L-walk in I outside the intervals corresponding to t 1 , . . . , t j , the L-walk restricted on the interval corresponding to t i is just a conditioned random walk conditioned (only) on fixed starting point and ending point. Proposition 3.11. For any positive , α, A > 2, there exists some C = C( , α, A), satisfying the following. As before let T n be a GW-tree with size n. When n ∈ N is sufficiently large, for any
, with probability bigger than 1 − Ck 1+ / √ L, we can find some vertex v in the k-th generation, such that
• the subtree [T n ] v has at least n − L vertices; • conditioned on the size (even on the subtree generated by v and all vertices not in
v is distributed as a GW-tree with that size.
Proof. For any tree t, write w i (t) for the number of vertices in the i-th generation and t i for the subtree generated by all vertices of height ≤ i. In order to prove this proposition, we need two lemmas.
Lemma 3.12. For any positive β, γ, there exists some C = C(β, γ) > 0, such that:
Proof. Lemma 2.2 in [10] states that: E(w k (T n )) r ≤ C r k r−1 . From this, one can get:
By choosing r large enough, we get the first assertion.
For the second one, we have
By choosing r large enough, we get the second assertion.
As before, write ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ m for the i.i.d.copies of |T|.
Proof. We decompose the term above into three pieces and estimate separately:
The first one is bounded by:
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The second one can be analyzed similarly:
The last term is bounded by
Applying Lemma 3.9 with t = N, j = m, k = N/(5 log N ) , we can see the numerator is less than N −5/2 , which is small enough for our conclusion.
Now we are ready to prove our proposition. Let β = 1 2 ( ∧ α). Then by Lemma 3.12, we have (with high enough probability) 
Let [T n ] v be the one reaching the maximum. Now the first requirement holds and the second is true due to the same reason as the one in Remark 3.1. When conditioning on T n k and (t i ) i =j (or (|t i |) i =j ), the L-walk restricted on the interval corresponding to t j behaves like a conditioned random walk conditioned (only) on fixed starting point and ending point, hence has the same distribution as the L-walk of a GW-tree with size |t j |. Now we finish the proof. Now we are ready to give our result for decomposing a large tree into small ones.
, there exists some C = C(d 0 , e, 0 , ), such that, for any sufficiently large N ∈ N, with probability at least 1 − CN − , in T n , we can find rooted subtrees T 1 , . . . T m (note that m is also random), where T i is rooted at v i , the unique vertex in T i closest to the root of T n , o, satisfying the following:
(1) For every i ∈ {1, ..., m}, N β−2δ /(log N ) Proof. This theorem is a combination of Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 3.11. We just need to designate the parameters. Note that since 0 > 0, we have 0
For each interval, apply Proposition 3.10. Then, (with high enough probability, since the error term decays faster than any polynomial of N ) without losing too much vertices (< n/2N δ ), we obtain a number of Msubtrees, say T 1 , . . . , T m , with sizes in
. Then, for each T i , by applying Proposition 3.11, we can obtain, with high probability
, a subtree T i , which is at distance k from the root of T i , without losing more than L vertices. We argue that T 1 , . . . , T m satisfy all conditions. Conditions (3), (4), and part of (1) and (2) are satisfied automatically from the propositions. We just need to check the quantitative parts of Conditions (1) and (2).
First, since 2α + 2γ = (β − 2δ) − δ − ( 0 − ), one can see that the size of T i is at least
Hence, Condition (1) is satisfied.
Second, consider the total number of vertices that we lose. In the first step (when applying Proposition 3.10), we lose at most n/2N δ vertices. On the other hand, note that (when N is large enough)
Therefore, in the second step (when applying Proposition 3.11), the number of vertices we lose is at most
Combining both, one can get Condition (2) .
Finally, note that
It means that with probability at least 1 − CN − , we can get all T i from T i as desired. Now the proof is complete.
The local limit of tree-indexed random walk in torus
In this and the next sections, we consider tree-indexed random walks in the discrete torus T N .
. For technical reasons, we assume that the jump distribution θ is aperiodic, symmetry, with finite range and not supported on a strict subgroup of Z d , and that the offspring distribution µ is critical, nondegenerate, with finite exponential moments and for simplicity with span 1. The case when the span is bigger than 1 can be treated with minor standard modifications. We aim to show the local convergence result in this section. Write ϕ : Z d → T N for the canonical projection map induced by mod N . Now we can state our main theorem.
we have:
where S n,N is the tree-indexed random walk with size n, in torus T N , with uniform starting point.
Through the inclusion-exclusion principle, this theorem implies the local convergence of the configuration: lim
4.1. Visiting probability of a set by a small tree-indexed random walk. Theorem 4.1 gives an asymptotic formula for the probability that a tree-indexed random walk visits a subset in T N , with size proportional to the volume of the torus, N d . The main result of this subsection is to give an asymptotic formula for the probability that a set is visited by a much smaller tree-indexed random walk.
We start with some notations. For any m ∈ N + and t ∈ T f ∪ T ∞ with |t| > m, denote by ρ m (t) and ρ + m (t), respectively, the subtree generated by the first m vertices of t (i.e. V 0 , . . . , V m−1 ) and the subtree generated by the first m vertices together with all children of the first m vertices. Note that ρ + m (t) is uniquely determined by the subtree generated by the first m vertices and the degrees of the vertices that are ancestors of V m−1 . In addition, since the parent of a vertex comes before that vertex, we can see that ρ
, there are exactly L t (m) + 1 vertices, which are not in the first m vertices in t. We denote by ∂ρ m (t) the set of these vertices.
As before, write T n and T ∞ , respectively, for the GW-trees with n vertices, and conditioned on survival. We would like to compare P [ρ
. By considering the L-walks, it is elementary to see that
where as before, L = (L(i)) i∈N is a random walk starting from 0 with jump distribution µ −1 , H −1 is the first hitting time of −1 and T is an unconditioned GW-tree. Using the Markov property at time m and (3.1), one can get:
.
We turn to T ∞ . Note that when ρ
, there is a unique vertex in ∂ρ m (t), which is also in the spine of T ∞ . On the other hand, for any u ∈ ∂ρ m (t), we have
Hence, we get
. Combining two equations above leads to
When n → ∞ and m n → a ∈ (0, 1), by the first assertion of Lemma 3.2, we get
Note that Γ a is bounded above, when a ∈ (0, 1) is fixed. Hence, we have, when m = an , then
On the other hand, let us compare T ∞ and T c , the random tree with law Π c . Note that T ∞ and T c differ only at the finite bushes attached to the roots. Write v for the vertex in the spine next to the root. Then, for any i ∈ N,
Combining this with (4.3), we get Lemma 4.4.
Before the formal proof, let us introduce our notations. For any (finite or infinite) spatial tree (t, S), write X i = X i (t, S) = S(V i (t)). We use P n k,x for the law of X when (t, S) is as follows. First t is a GW-tree with size n and conditioned on t, S is a t-indexed random walk sending V k to x, i.e. the law of S : t → Z d is determined by: V k is mapped to x and the random variables (S(v 2 ) − S(v 1 )) (v1,v2) are independent and distributed according to θ, where (v 1 , v 2 ) are over all (undirected) edges of t. Similarly, one can define P ∞ k,x and P v k,x . We write P n,N for the law when (t, S) is the tree-indexed random walk with size n, in T N , with uniform starting point.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Write K = ϕ(K). We have (when N is large enough)
It suffices to show: for any x ∈ K and ∈ (0, 0.1),
The above follows if we can show:
We need the following two lemmas in the proof for Lemma 4.5.
Lemma 4.8. There exist some C, c 1 , c 2 , such that for any n, l ∈ N + with l ∈
Lemma 4.9. For any x = y ∈ Z d and n ∈ N + we have
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Let h be the height of V i . Then by Lemma 3.8, we have
On the other hand, by standard estimates of random walk (e.g. the last assertion in Lemma 3.2) we have
Combining both displays finishes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.9. By conditioning on the distance between V i and V j , one can get
where P RW x is the probability weight when Z = (Z(i)) is a random walk starting from x (with jump distribution θ).
At the current stage, we need the following result, Theorem 1.1 in [8] , which will also be useful later.
Lemma 4.10. There exists a constant C, such that for all n, k ∈ N + , the expected number of pairs of vertices with distance k, in T n is at most Ckn.
Hence we have:
Therefore, we have
where the last step is standard.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.
The first term above goes to 0, due to Lemma 4.8 (since bN ≥ n λ , λ > 1/4): For the other term, we have: (when N is large; write B x (r) and S x (r) for the box of radius r centered at x and the boundary of B x (r) respectively)
where the last convergence follows from λ < d 4α2 , α 2 < d and n ≤ N α2 .
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Note that
where for the last step, we use (4.4). It would be ideal if we could establish a formula similar to (4.5), for T ∞ and T v , the random tree with law Π v . But in this case, the following inequality is not generally true:
The following inequality is enough for our purpose:
where A is the event that y ∈ {X 0 , . . . , X k−l }.
Proof. Write A 0 for the event y ∈ {X 1 , . . . , X k−l }. Then we have P
For any t ∈ T ∞ and m ∈ N + , write ρ m (t) for the marked tree ρ m (t) with those vertices that are in the spine of t, marked. Write M for the set of all marked trees t such that P [ρ k+1 (T ∞ ) = t] > 0. Note that,
We divide M into three disjoint subsets:
o has a unique child which is marked.};
o has a unique child which is not marked.};
Obviously we have
Moreover, it is easy to see
Hence we obtain:
Hence it suffices to show:
For any t ∈ M 3 , write f (t) for t re-rooted at the first child of o with the new root added to the set of marked vertices (and regard o as the last child of the new root).
It is easy to check that
On the other hand, one can verify that
Note that we use the fact that f is injective for the last step. Now the proof of (4.11) is complete.
Thanks to the last lemma, (note that
k→∞ −→ 0,) it suffices to show, for any y ∈ K,
(4.12)
Write B = B(k) and S(B) respectively, for the set of non-root vertices in the spine, that are not after V k and the range of B. It is standard that
By changing the spatial tree a bit, around the hitting point of y by S(B), one can show that: for any i 0 ∈ N + with µ(i 0 ) > 0,
Here is a naive argument. Assume that (t, S) is a spatial tree in the event at the left hand side. We need to argue that we could make (t, S) visit y for some vertex before V k , not in the spine, by changing (t, S) a bit, e.g. by changing one variable in some edge of t or adding i 0 new edges and the corresponding variables in the new edges. Let v ∈ B be the first point such that S(v) = y and v 1 be the parent of v. If v has elder siblings, then just pick up the eldest one and change the variable in the edge connecting v 1 and that vertex such that the sum of those two variables in the edges connecting v and that vertex is zero (we could do so since θ is symmetry). If v has no elder siblings, we could achieve our goal by adding i 0 elder siblings for v and sending the eldest one to y. From the last inequality, one can obtain Joining (4.12) with (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15), one can see that it is enough to show: (by making smaller)
Let us introduce some notations. Recall that for t ∈ T ∞ , we have defined the depth-first search from infinity. Now write (V ∞ i (t)) i∈Z for all vertices arranged with that order such that V ∞ 0 (t) is the root (we will drop t in the notation when t is obvious). Now for any infinite spatial tree (t, S), write Y i = S(V ∞ i (t)). We use P v∞ k,x for the law when t has law T v and conditioned on t, S is a t-indexed random walk sending V ∞ k to x. Let us continue our proof. Note that
Note that for the third line, we use the fact that conditioned on |B(k)| = m and
and for the last line, that
Now we have (when N is large enough)
where for the last step we use Proposition 2.3.
Note that Proof of Lemma 4.7. First note that the subtree in T n generated by the vertices corresponding to X k−l , . . . , X k is contained in H l (T n , V k ) (recall the definition of H l in Section 4.2), at least when the height of V k is bigger than l. By Theorem 3.5,
). Note that, as an unrooted tree, H l (T, u 0 ) has the same distribution as T v up to generation l. Hence, we have:
Note that the second term converges Es
We finish the proof.
4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We have constructed the ingredients we need and are ready to show our main result. We follow the argument in [4] . Let T be the corresponding family tree in S n,N . Apply Theorem 3.14 to T , with (d 0 , e, α, β, δ, ) = (d, 2, 2.01, d−0.01, 0.01, 0.01) (note that 0 = 3β/2−α−d−7δ/2 = 0.5d − 2.06 ≥ 0.44). In fact, the values of α, β, , δ are not important. What we essentially need is α > 2. With high probability (1 − C/N ), we can find subtrees T 1 , . . . , T m of T as in the theorem. We denote with A this event. We write P [•|(m; k 1 , . . . , k m ; t)] (respectively p(m; k 1 , . . . , k m ; t)) for the conditional probability conditioned (respectively the probability) that A is true, the number of T i is m, the size of T i is k i (i = 1, . . . , m) and the subtreeT with m marked vertices indicating the places of v i is t (we regardT and t as rooted tree with m ordered marked vertices). Note that under P [·|(m; k 1 , . . . , k m ; t)], the trees T 1 , . . . , T m are independent and distributed as the GW-trees with the given size. Note that
where the sum runs over all possible values of Υ = (m; k 1 , . . . , k m ; t) such that p(Υ) > 0 (depending on N ) and we use P [A c ] → 0. Hence, it suffices to show
The above can be reduced to (4.18)-(4.20):
The proof of (4.18) is easy.
The last inequality is due to Condition (2) in Theorem 3.14, and the fact that S(v) is uniformly distributed in T N for all v ∈T . For (4.20) , by Condition (1) and (4) in Theorem 3.14, we know that
and that conditioned on the size, T i is a GWtree conditioned on that size. Hence we can apply Theorem 4.3. Then together with Condition (2), one can get (4.20).
Now we turn to (4.19) . We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12. There exist positive c and C, such that, for any N ∈ N + and Υ = (m;
With this lemma one can use induction to show
Since m is bounded by a polynomial of N , the right hand side tends to 0, which implies (4.19).
Proof of Lemma 4.12. Let o 1 and o 2 be the endpoints of ι k in Theorem 3.14 (say o 1 ∈ T k ). For any x, y ∈ T N , define
By Condition (3) in Theorem 3.14, ι k separates T k and ∪ m i=k+1 T i , so we have
Therefore,
where P RW x corresponds to the law of Z = (Z(n)) n∈N which is a random walk starting from x with distribution θ in T N . Note that
Hence the left hand side of (4.21) is: 
Cover times of torus by tree-indexed random walk
The main goal of this section is to construct the result of cover times of a ddimensional torus by tree-indexed random walks conditioned on sizes. Recall that we adopt the same assumptions as in the last section on the offspring distribution µ and the jump distribution θ (and d ≥ 5). As before, we use S n,N for the treeindexed random walk in torus T N , with size n and uniform starting point. 
We need two lemmas in our proof for the theorem above. Theorem 4.3 gives the asymptotic for the probability that a set is visited by a tree-indexed random walk with uniform starting point. The following proposition gives the corresponding asymptotic for a tree-indexed random walk with a fixed starting point, which is not too close to the set. 
where S = S n,N x is a tree-indexed random walk in T N with size n and starting point x and ρ is the graph distance in torus.
Proof. Fix any x with ρ(x, ϕ(K)) > N γ . By our assumptions on β 1 , γ, we can find some α > 0 satisfying
Write T for the corresponding tree in S. Applying Proposition 3.11 with k = N 2+c , L = k 2 N 2α to T , we obtain that, with probability at least 1 − CN
(C may depend on β 1 , β 2 , γ, c), there is a subtree T 0 which is at distance k away from the root of T without losing more than L vertices. Assume this event has occured. Write o 0 for the root of T 0 . Similar to the situation in the proof of Theorem 4.3, one can see that the law of S(o 0 ) is very close to uniform measure. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3, we have:
We point out that
If so, then we finish the proof since by (5.2), we have (when choosing c small enough)
We still need to show (5.3). It follows from the following. For any y ∈ T N with ρ(x, y) > N γ and v ∈ T \ T 0 , we have
where Z x = (Z x (n)) n∈N is a random walk starting form x in T N , and the last step follows from the Local Central Limit Theorem. 
where P n,N , P n,N i,x , P n have the same meanings as in Section 4, d(V i , V j ) is the graph distance of the i-th vertex V i and the j-vertex V j in the corresponding tree T n , and Z x = (Z x (i)) i∈N is a random walk in T N with starting point x. From Lemma 4.10, we have
and therefore
Note that when x = y ∈ Z d , we have:
This is false for x = y ∈ T N since when x, y ∈ Z d with ϕ(x) = ϕ(y), we have:
However, similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we could use Lemma 4.8 to rule out those z ∈ Z d with distance bigger than b = N β2/4−1 (log N ) 0.75+o (1) . The sum of the remaining z has the desired bound: (assume y achieves min y :ϕ(y )=ϕ(y) {|x− y |}) 
Now the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Write a 0 = BCap({0}) and S = S n,N . We start with the upper bound. Assume n(N ) > (1 + )N d log N d /a 0 . Let T be the corresponding family tree in S. Apply Theorem 3.14 with (d 0 , e, α, β, δ, ) = (d, 2, 2.01, d − 0.01, 0.01, 0.01). Then, by discarding a event with small probability, we can find subtrees T 1 , . . . , T m as in the theorem. Write l 1 , . . . , l m for their sizes. By Theorem 4.3, we have (when N is large enough)
for any x ∈ T N . Similar to the argument in the last section, using Lemma 4.12, one can get
P [x / ∈ S(T i )] + C exp(−cN α−2 ).
Note that (when N is large) We claim that we can pick up N (1−η)d vertices (write F for the set of these vertices) in T N , such that the distance between any two vertices in F is at least N η /8, F ∩ (S(T )) = ∅ and ρ(F, S(∪{o i })) > N γ . Here is a way to do so. First we can find at least 4N
(1−η)d boxes with radius N η /8 in T N such that the distance between any two in them are at least N η /8 (write B 0 for the set of these boxes). Note that for each y ∈ A (1−η)d boxes. Hence, most of the 3N (1−η)d boxes are not fully covered by S(T ) and in each such box we can pick up a point not in S(T ). In this way, we obtain F with the desired property.
We argue that with high probability, F is not covered by R . = S(∪ m i T i ), and therefore F is not covered by S(T ). Then we finish the proof.
Without loss of generality, we assume
∈R . We need to show that it is positive with high probability. We manage to do so by using the Chebyshev inequality and hence need to estimate the expectation and the variance of U . On the other hand,
We point out an inequality and show it later: for any
where C, c are constants which may depend on s, η, . Therefore, we have:
From this, we get q x,y P [x /
∈ R]P [y / ∈ R]/N c and hence
By the Chebyshev inequality, we have:
Hence, at least E[U ]/2 vertices in F is not covered by S(∪ m i T i ) with high probability.
We still need to show (5.5). The argument is almost the same as the one in the proof of Proposition 5.2 except that we need to use Lemma 5.3 instead of Theorem 4.3. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2, (recall that we have verified that our γ and the size l i satisfy the requirements in that proposition, see the paragraph after the proof for the upper bound) by discarding a event with probability less than Cl i /N d+c , we can find a subtree T 0 of T i as in the proof of proposition. As the same as there, we have
For S(T 0 ), its starting point is very close to uniform measure hence we could use Lemma 5.3 and obtain P [x, y ∈ S(T 0 )] l i N d+c . Now (5.5) follows and the proof is complete.
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